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Subscribe to our Blog via Email Enter your email address to subscribe to this blog and receive
notifications of new posts by email. Meta Technology has revolutionized the way the world does things.
It has diversified our lives and made our lives easier at the same time. The article lists some of the most
prominent technological revolutions ever witnessed in human history. More>> It was reported[1] that
underground bots effectively stole the 2016 US presidential election. The creator of a self-destruct
button has clarified[2] that there was no hacking done from his end. More>> Source code of a powerful
Linux kernel vulnerability. Microsoft has released patches that fix four of five critical vulnerabilities in
the Windows kernel in version 2.6. Read this article in English on the MSRC website. More>> The , as
released to public, is a multimedia player that supports various media file formats. The was originally a
fork of the fork of the Media Player Classic Home Cinema. More>>Q: Extract year, month, week, day
from a date and display specific weekday I have successfully created a macro to extract the year,
month, week, day,hour,min and sec from dates. That code is as follows: Dim Starttime As Double Dim
Endtime As Double Starttime = "12/30/2012" Endtime = "1/3/2013" If Myrange.Cells(3, 7) > Starttime
And Myrange.Cells(3, 7) Starttime Then Myrange.Cells(3, 7) = Format(Myrange.Cells(3, 7),
"mm/dd/yyyy") Else Myrange.Cells(3, 7) = Format(Myrange.Cells(3, 7), "mm/dd/yyyy") End If End If
What I'd like to do now, is only display specific weekdays as the date changes. I have tried the following
code: If Weekday(Myrange.Cells(3, 7)) = 2 Then And have also tried Myrange.Cells(3, 7).Select
Selection.NumberFormat 1cdb36666d
This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can optout if you wish. Cookie settingsACCEPT Privacy & Cookies Policy Privacy Overview This website uses
cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the
cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the
working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your
consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies
may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the
website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and
security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that
may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user
personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is
mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website.Q:
Process.getRestrictions.exists(CASE WHEN x THEN y ELSE z END); I came across the following code in
the Query docs that uses CASE to combine multiple restrictions. The reference to the restrictions is: The
following restriction is applicable when the restrictions query is executed: ... [PARAMETERS] x
{Expr|LPAREN} Boolean [expr|OR] {Expr} y {Expr} z {Expr} ... [PERIOD] Why can the restrictions be
combined like this? Is the possibility to override cases condition(s) outlined in the restriction's
documentation? If so, how do I override cases condition(s)? What conditions are specified for each
component? A: This is a confusing and very old construct. It is a wildcard used in the documentation to
show that it can be used for any number of restrictions (or even no restrictions at all). And the code
generator didn't really understand it until Oracle 12.1. So all you need to do is to replace it with the
equivalent, explicit OR: WHERE CASE
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